
SUMMARY 

 

The Subject Matter of the Graduation Thesis: THE FORMATION OF 

AN ENTERPRISE ECONOMIC SECURITY SYSTEM IN THE TOURISM 

INDUSTRY (by the Example of the Joint-Stock Company «Elbrusturist»). 

The Author of the Graduation Thesis: Livenskaya Anastasia Igorevna. 

The Supervisor of the Graduation Thesis: PhD in Sociology, Senior 

Lecturer of the Department of Economics, Management and Finance N.V. Demina.  

The Information about the Contracting Authority: Joint-Stock Company 

«Elbrusturist». 

The Topicality of the Research:  The study of the tourism industry in the 

economic security aspect is an important issue of its development since tourism 

has both a profound positive and negative impact on people, economy and 

environment. But in the context of the unavailability of the national tourism 

industry not only to plan risk situations, but also to respond promptly to their 

occurrence, the more urgent are the issues related to the formation of the enterprise 

economic security system in the tourism industry. 

Objectives of the Research: are to carry out a comprehensive analysis of 

the formation of the enterprise economic security system in the tourism industry 

and work out recommendations to improve it. 

The Tasks of the Research:  

- to describe the content and nature of the economic security of a tourist 

enterprise; 

- to study the organization of ensuring the economic security system of 

a tourist enterprise; 

- to describe the mechanism for ensuring the economic security of 

tourism enterprises; 

- to examine methodological approaches to assessing the effectiveness 

of the economic security system of a tourist enterprise; 



- to carry out an analysis of ensuring the economic security at JSC 

«Elbrusturist»; 

- to work out recommendations for the formation of the system ensuring 

the economic security at JSC «Elbrusturist». 

The Theoretical Significance of the Research lies in the possibility to use 

further the results obtained in the research in order to improve theoretical and 

methodological approaches to the formation of the economic security system of 

tourist enterprises. The practical significance lies in the fact that the findings and 

recommendations of the research can develop an efficient economic security 

system at JSC «Elbrusturist». 

The Findings of the Research: The economic security of a tourist 

enterprise, its independence and the avoidance of being in a critical risk zone can 

be ensured only if the most important strategic areas for ensuring business security 

are provided, there is a clear algorithm of actions for the timely detection and 

elimination of possible threats, there is some reduction of the consequences of 

financial risks as a result of the effective use of the internal control system. 

Recommendations:  

In order to form an efficient economic security system at JSC «Elbrusturist», 

we have developed and propose to implement the following measures: 

- firstly, we propose to develop an integrated and effective system for 

ensuring the economic security at the enterprise JSC «Elbrusturist»; 

- secondly, we propose to create an economic security service at the 

enterprise. 

 

 

 

 


